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Centre
S TAG E
NEW
BRONZE BABE
THE LATEST IN SELF
TANNING TECHNOLOGY.

MICELLAR WATER
REVOLUTIONIZING THE
WAY WE TAN FOREVER.

JIMMY COCO
MINETAN MEETS HOLLYWOOD’S
CELEBRITY TAN EXPERT.

NEW PRO BAGS

NEW BAG, NEW CAP. MINETAN TAKES PROFESSIONAL
TANNING TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL.
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Welcome
to the 2nd Edition of Centre Stage -

MineTan’s inside look at our latest product
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developments, happenings and trends from
the world of beauty and self tanning.
At Mine, our range covers every option
under the sun, so you can choose the tan
that’s perfect for you... a tan that’s all
“mine”.
Our innovation is led by our customers and
watching market trends. We are constantly
listening, adapting and refining our product
offering in line with their needs, desires and
trends within the market. This helps stay on
the cutting edge of the industry and bring
you the latest in tanning technology year
after year.
2016 saw us turn the tanning industry upside
down with the introduction of hydration
based tanning technology. 2017 heralds the
introduction of a new range of Ultra Dark
Tans, Micellar Water Tans, the NEW Bronze
Babe Personal Spray Tan Kit and more.

Kirstie Kirkham
MineTan Co-Founder

@minetanbodyskin #minetan

BRONZE BABE
PERSONAL SPRAY TAN KIT

BEHIND THE SCENES

THE SECOND GENERATION
OF THE WORLD’S ONLY
ALL-IN-ONE HOME
SPRAY TAN DEVICE

The Tan.Handy in Action

LOVE A SPRAY TAN?
Now you can do it all yourself with the MineTan Bronze
Babe Personal Spray Tan Kit! Spray tan yourself, friends &
CONTROL THE
DARKNESS WITH
8 LEVELS OF
ADJUSTABLE FLOW
CONTROL

PROFESSIONAL
AIRFLOW AND
ULTRA FINE
SPRAY MIST

family in the comfort of your own home with this handy
little device – the Tan.Handy Spray Tan System. Whether
you are new to spray tanning or a bit of a pro, the Tan.
Handy is so easy to use you’ll be tanning like a pro in no

AS SEEN ON

time! MineTan makes it easy to be a bronze babe...
all the time!

QVC GLOBAL LAUNCH. GLOBAL SELL OUT.
Making its debut on the world stage on QVC,

QUICK-CONNECT
TECHNOLOGY

REFILLABLE TAN
SPRAY MIST CUP

The must have new beauty tool of 2017!

the NEW Bronze Babe Personal Spray Tan

This first to market handy device allows you to have

Kit sold out in minutes! Over 4,000 sold in just

a salon-quality spray tan anywhere! Everyone, from

minutes. Demonstrated live on air, QVC host

everyday tanners to beauty professionals are loving this

Kerstin Lindquist was immediately in love.

portable new little system, seen on tv and available in

“The new delivery system in this tanner

some of the world’s leading beauty retailers

that smells like coconut coffee goodness is
perfect… So easy, not sticky and I love the

u IT’S LIGHT AND PORTABLE, MAKING IT THE WORLD’S

smell. I want to eat it!” - Kerstin Lindquist

MOST COMPACT SPRAY TAN MACHINE!
AVAIL
A

BLE IN

PINK
OR
BLAC
K

EASY ONE
TOUCH
CONTROL

u SPRAY TANNING AT HOME HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
u GIVES A FLAWLESS, STREAK-FREE FINISH LIKE NO OTHER
u PERFECT FOR SHARING AMONGST FAMILY & FRIENDS

BRONZE BABE KIT INCLUDES:
TAN.HANDY SPRAY TAN GUN
DETACHABLE
EXTRA LONG
POWER CORD

BRONZE ON APPLICATOR MITT
ABSOLUTEX20 PRO SELF TAN MIST MINI 50ML / 1.6USFLOz
QUICK CHANGE
FILTER

Why is it different to any other spray tan machine on the market?

Who can use it?

This all-in-one hand held spray tan device is perfect for tanning

The system has been designed to be used at home, for mobile or

on the go. Lighter than most hair-dryers, it can used in the

traveling tanners or in a professional environment like a beauty

comfort of your own home or in a professional environment.

salon.

Why do I need one?

How does it work?

This home spray tan kit allows you to get a professional, salon

Create the perfect spray tan in 3 easy steps. Simply fill the cup

quality spray tan in the comfort of your own home. It’s also a

with your favourite spray tan solution. Turn the unit on, and

great device for traveling tanners, whether your on holidays or

spray your arms, legs, face or even your whole body. Spray tan

creating a mobile spray tan business.

amongst friends and family.

I LOVE THIS PRODUCT. I bought this for special
occasions like weddings, etc. It takes a minute to get
use to it, but the tan is awesome.

Seriously this is great. The spray is so fine and perfect. I
am fair of skin and this color is perfect. Love that you
can build a darker tan. There is no overspray... just so
easy and simple. One of my best beauty buys.

Great product! Easy to use, even coverage
everytime and easy cleanup. Saves time and money
compared to salon services. Definitely worth the
investment.
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A PICTURE PERFECT FINISH
MINETAN. YOUR TAN. A TAN FOR EVERYONE.

OUR DIFFERENCE
Where do our ingredients come from?

From color bases to hydrate bases, coconut water tans to micellar water tans, everyday glows to the
darkest tans on the market; we have the perfect product for the picture perfect skin finish you desire.
Tailor your tan to your needs, whatever they may be.

@minebodyskin #minetan

100% NATURAL DHA.

All MineTan formulas contain skin loving, PETA-approved
ingredients

that

benefit

skin,

including

moisturizing

PARABEN FREE.

antioxidants and oils like argan oil, avocado oil, coconut

VEGAN FRIENDLY.

friendly. We care just as much about what goes into our

oil, coconut water, shea butter and more. Every product is
free of parabens, contains 100% natural DHA and is vegan
products, as the results which come out of them.
For more information visit: minetanbodyskin.com
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WHAT IS MICELLAR WATER?

the magic of

MICELLAR
WAT E R

Dubbed by experts as one of
the best skin care inventions yet,
micellar water is now here to
revolutionize the way you tan.

sensitive skin types because it is so gentle and
hydrating.
The New Micellar Water Collection from
MineTan includes a complimentary range of
products which can be used together or on
its own. When used together, we recommend

Micellar water is made up of “micelles” which

you start with our Pre Tanning Eraser to gently

are tiny balls of cleansing oil molecules,

remove any existing self tan build up, along

suspended in soft water. When applied to the

with dirt and oils from the skin. Then follow with

skin, these micelles latch onto dirt, oils and

our Pre Tanning pH Restore to prep and prime

other impurities from your skin, gently removing

skin for your next self tan, restoring the optimum

them and leaving your skin with a glowing,

pH balance to your skin and adding further

hydrated finish.

skin conditioning and hydrating benefits.
Next, immediately apply our Pre Shower Gel

MineTan now brings the magic of micellar

to Foam Self Tan, wait 10 minutes and then

water to the self tanning world. When used

wash off in lukewarm water in the shower for a

as part of your self tanning regime, micellar

golden skin finish. Then top up your tan each

water

unparalleled

day with our Micellar Water Everyday Glow to

hydrated, conditioning finish all to give your

maintain your tan, all while treating your skin to

skin a deeper, more natural, longer lasting tan.

a deeply hydrating, conditioned skin finish with

Micellar water is ideal for people with dry and

the magical powers of micellar water.

treats

your

skin

an

THE MINETAN SELF TANNING REGIMINE
1 PRE TANNING ERASER
• Pre tan cleanser to erase self tan build up
• Micelles cleanse the skin without drying
it out, leaving it feeling super soft and
hydrated
• Creates the perfect canvas for your next
self tan
• Perfect for all skin types

3 PRE-SHOWER 10 MIN SELF TAN
• Revolutionize the way you tan: Get a
golden glow in just 10 minutes
• Natural, nutrient rich tanning actives that
illuminate and hydrate skin
• Tans, tones and draws out impurities from
skin
• Translucent gel to foam formula
• Streak-free finish
• No fake tan smell

2 PREP & PRIME FOAM
• Pre tan skin primer to prep your skin for
your next self tan
• Optimizes skin pH levels to prep skin for
longer lasting, superior self tanning results

4 EVERYDAY GLOW FOAM
• Ultra hydrating daily moisturizer with a hint
of color
• Use every day to build a bronzed glow &
maintain your tan

• Adds important hydration back into your skin

• Tans, tones and draws out impurities from skin

• Perfect for all skin types

• Streak-free finish
• No fake tan smell
• Perfect for all skin types
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JIMMY

COCO

MINETAN
CELEBRITY TAN EXPERT

Hollywood’s
skin finishing &
tanning expert
introduces his new signature product range

Jimmy Coco has been the secret behind
Hollywood’s most iconic looks for the past
two decades and has been recognized by
the Kardashians, Heidi Klum, Ariana Grande,
Ashley Graham - to name but a few. Jimmy
was the official tanner to the Victoria’s Secret
Fashion Show, has received numerous
beauty awards and has been featured in
press from around the world including the
US, UK, Australia, China and France. Working
with A-Listers for over a decade, Hollywood’s
biggest skin fnishing and tanning expert
introduces his new signature collection.
Used by Jimmy on Hollywood’s biggest A-listers, you
can now get the same famous finish with our NEW
Jimmy Coco Collection.
The collection includes matching range of self tan
mousses and pro spray mists so you can get your glow
on… Hollywood style. Red Carpet Ready captures
the light from flash photography to give you a super
dark, flawless, airbrushed finish (perfect for those
insta selfies). Bombshell Bronze gives you an amazing
super dark bronze skin finish, so you can step out
and take on the world like an everyday glamazon
beauty. Hollywood Glow gives you a super hydrated,
luxuriously dark golden skin finish so you can glow on
and take your own walk of fame each and every day.
Compliment your look with the ultimate skin finishing
a-list products. Everyday Superstar Gradual Tan
enables you to reach the everyday superstar status
you deserve and to keep any tan fresh and glowing.
Blurring the lines between the celebrity and the
everyday, HD Effect blurs out skin imperfections for
perfect airbrushed skin.
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Hollywood Gold
Pro Spray Tan
at Home

Everyday
Superstar
Gradual Tan
Lotion

HD Effect
Contour Skin
Replication

“A great tan allows you to look your
best in anything or nothing at all”

Red Carpet
Ready
Self Tan
Mousse

Bombshell
Bronze
Violet
Self Tan
Mousse

Hollywood
Glow
Dry Oil Self
Tan Mousse

Buff ‘n’ Tan
Exfoliating Tan
Applicator

Ultimate

HYDRATION

WORLD’S FIRST
COCONUT WATER TAN
COLLECTION
BIGGER & BETTER
THAN EVER.
Our best selling, world first Coconut Water base tan range
has taken the world by storm delivering a one-of -a-kind
bronzing treatment, supercharged with antioxidants to
restore skin hydration.

Why

Cacao?

2016 saw us introduce coffee into the mix with Coffee
Coconut Water Self Tan Foam to firm skin, working with
the hydrating properties of coconut water to give you a
beautiful lasting, deeper, natural looking tan.
Now we’re adding cacao to the lineup to give you a
double hit of supercharged antioxidants that hydrate,
protect and repair skin, all to give you a rejuvenated skin
finish with a deep, dark natural looking tan. Available both
as a self tan foam and pro spray mist, Cacao Coconut
Water is set to transform the way you tan.

High levels of antioxidants
protect and repair the skin from damage
and premature ageing.

Anti-inflammatory
soothes redness and blemishes, improving
the skin’s complexion.

Contains healthy omega-6
fatty acids for a healthy dose of skin soothing
rejuvenation.

Conditioned, intensely hydrated skin
means your self tan will last longer, look more
natural and give you a deeper, darker skin finish.
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unafraid of the dark?

ULTRA DARK
JUST GOT

DARKER.

NOT ALL DARK TANS ARE MADE EQUAL
WITH MELANIN ACTIVATING TECHNOLOGY
The MineTan Absolute range delivers three depths of ultra dark, combining melanin
activating intensifiers with powerful antioxidants and hydrating oils to create an
excessively dark tans that also look natural on your skin. Your own skin’s cells are
activated to boost color while quad bronzers provide extreme bronzing results. The
result: a deeper darker skin finish that amplifies your own natural skin tone and color.
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X20 X30 X40
QUAD BRONZING
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FORMULATED
WITH A LUXURIOUS
BLEND OF:

tan...

ARGAN OIL
COCONUT OIL
AVOCADO OIL
HEMP SEED OIL
JOJOBA OIL
SWEET ALMOND OIL
ROSEHIP OIL

but not on my hands

NEW!
sponge mitt
applicator

LIFE IS
BETTER IN
COLOR.
ALL NEW BRONZE ON
APPLICATOR MITTS
• Works with self tan foams & lotions
• Sponge Mitt also works with 		
professional spray tan solutions
• Protects hands from unwanted 		
staining
• Flawless streak-free finish
• Washable & reusable
• Re-sealable travel bag
• Double sided
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the decadence of

L U X E O I LS
Formulated from a blend of 7 decadent oils including coconut
oil, hemp seed oil, jojoba oil, argan oil, rosehip oil, grapeseed
oil, and avocado oil, our Luxe Oil Collection treats your skin to
an incredibly hydrating, longer lasting self tan. The moisturising
effects of these 7 heavenly oils deeply hydrates, repairs dry skin
and restores radiance. The advanced formula locks in moisture
to your skin instantly for a velvety-soft, tanned skin finish.
Available in Luxe Foamed Oil Dark and Luxe Foamed Oil Ultra
Dark for self tanners, and Luxe Dark Pro Spray Mist for Trade Pros!.
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NEW

UNSCREW & REPOUR
UNUSED SOLUTION

HINGED FLIP LID

PRO SPRAY
MIST BAGS

TAN FRESH
SEAL CAP

& Tan Fresh Cap

At MineTan we’re not only revolutionizing the way you tan with our advanced product formulas, we’re also changing the
way you tan with our packaging. We’ve ditched the traditional bottle to give you a better way to store your professional
spray tan solutions - Pro Spray Mist bags. These new handy pouches are super durable, meaning no breakages and they’re
so easy to store with the added benefit of keeping your solution fresher in foil.

SUPER
DURABLE
& EASY TO
STORE

Designed with our Tan Fresh Cap, this air tight seal means your pro spray mists stay fresher for longer. The cap features
tamper resistant, seal technology with a hinged flip lid for easy one-hand dispensing. Say “goodbye” to leaks and wastage,
as your tanning solution is locked in. Plus the handy nozzle means you can pour your pro spray mist directly into the cup of
your spray tan machine with zero mess!

KEEP YOUR
SOLUTION
FRESHER IN
FOIL

Poured too much pro spray mist into your cup? No worries. You can unscrew the cap and pour excess solution back into
the bag. So you never have to waste any unused solution.

Try it and you’ll never look back!

STAYS FRESH. NEVER LEAKS. ZERO WASTE.
MineTan Pro Spray Mist bags.
A better way to store your professional spray tan solutions.

@minetanbodyskin
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JOIN OUR
JOURNEY
®

e. brands@marqueofbrands.com

minetanbodyskin.com

@minetanbodyskin

check out!
(our cheeky lil’ sister tan)
e. brands@marqueofbrands.com
www.btan.rocks
@btan.rocks #btanBUB

#minetan

